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The Buddha: the 
enlightened one, in 
Sanskrit

u Siddhartha Gautama, 
Shakyamuni, The Buddha

u = a historical figure

u In northern India and present-
day Nepal

u Circa 2500 B.C.



Principles: reduction or elimination of 
Suffering

u From the endless movement of the passions to the 
extinction of the passions, the 4 truths:

u Conditioned Existence
u Suffering exists because there are causes that lead to its 

appearance.
u The third noble truth concerns the cessation or 

"extinction" of suffering. 
u The fourth noble truth: the path leading to the cessation 

of suffering.
Source: Wikipédia





Three branches of 
Buddhism

Hinayana - Theravada: 
South East Asia

Mahayana: China, 
Japan, Vietnam, Korea

Vajrayana: Tibet, 
Mongolia



Stories for meaning



Insights into our societies

1. Sense of loss of meaning: information makes the world
unreadable,

2. Individualism versus individualization: the erosion of
traditional sociability,

3. Feeling of powerlessness: globalization is causing
(Western) and Eastern (?) societies to lose their grip.



Storytelling and Epic

1. From communication society to a society of influence,
2. Influence with its possibilities of polarization changes the 

balance of the terms of communication:
3. Actors can organize their remarks in order to promote 

doubt (scientific angle) or polarization (political angle).



In search of meaning
u After a decline from the grand narratives (religion, liberalism, socialism,

totalitarianism), fragmentation leaves individuals to fend for themselves,
according to the fragmented currents existing in the 21st century:

u limitlessness,

u illiberalism/ignorance,

u messianism,

u Declinism,

u and even jihadism.
Source: Chapoutot, Johann. 2021. Le grand récit : introduction à l’histoire de notre temps. 1re édition. Paris : PUF, p. 15.



Buddhism for cultural transaction

1 - Narrative – Epic
2 - Cultural relations

3 - Political dimensions



Example of 
Narrative/ressource/s
oft power
Yoga Day, 21st June

u The idea of International Yoga 
Day was first in 2014,

u The date of June 21 was
chosen as it is the Summer 
Solstice, the day where there
is the most sun out of every
other day of the year.





1 - Narrative – Epic for tourism





UNESCO’s Intangible heritage list (ICH)

u Article 2 – Definitions
u 1. The “intangible cultural heritage” means the practices, 

representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the 
instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated 
therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals 
recognize as part of their cultural heritage (…)

u 2. The “intangible cultural heritage”:
(a) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of 
the intangible cultural heritage;
(b) performing arts;
(c) social practices, rituals and festive events;
(d) knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe;
(e) traditional craftsmanship.

u Source: https://ich.unesco.org/en/convention#art2 - 2′2 ICH Video
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https://ich.unesco.org/en/convention
https://ich.unesco.org/en/dive
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2 Buddhism for 
cultural 
Relations

ICH Unesco’s list
Can be
promoted by 
MFA



2 Buddhism for 
cultural 
relations
ICH Unesco’s
list

Can be
promoted by 
the MFA.



Buddhism 
and Politics 
in Asia

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Myanmar

China



Buddhism and Politics

u Ski Lanka: Official Religion

u Thailand: State Religion

u Myanmar: a key point of society

u China: One of the three religions, under the 
control of the CCP



India
u https://mbsiindia.org/abou

t-us-2/

u World Buddhist Council: 
Taiwan

u https://www.wbsc886.org/
en

https://mbsiindia.org/about-us-2/
https://mbsiindia.org/about-us-2/
https://www.wbsc886.org/en
https://www.wbsc886.org/en


« La part des dieux »- The Gods’ share - 2

u The religious referent is first subjected to the logic of the State then becomes "over-
confessional", i.e. a narrative or an analysis of new global issues.

u Allows a reference to a primordial identity and forms a register of individual and 
positive adherence.

 

"Religion seems to meet the conditions for success in a 
paradoxical modernity that values both individualism and a 
'return to tradition.’

= Narrative used by governments and religious actors 



« La part des dieux », Delphine Allès, 2021
The Gods’ share

u In Europe, Nation states against the Church
u Post independence states religion as a means to access to sovereignty (Egypt, 

Iran, Pakistan, India…)
u Religious actors take part in the political process/unlike secular Europe

u Religious narrative, framework to explain complexity and conflicts
u Religious discourses included into the narrative seems able to substitute to the 

one on pacified international order
u But diversity of actors can’t hide the lack of coherence of the solution. 


